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Abstract—Sources of randomness such as physical process
variations and input pattern variations make hardware timing
a statistical measure. It is desirable to verify statistical timing
properties at the higher levels of design such as the Register
Transfer Level (RTL). The RTL design can be modeled as a
Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) and probabilistic model
checking then applied to verify that the DTMC satisfies a desired
timing specification. However, we find that such an approach
does not scale beyond 1010 states. In this paper, we introduce an
abstraction methodology to scale this approach to large designs.
Instead of considering the entire space of data values that can be
assigned to the design input variables, we perform a value-based
interval abstraction by considering only those intervals of input
values that are relevant to a given timing property. We employ
symbolic execution on the RTL source code to automatically derive
such intervals for the design inputs, with respect to a given timing
property. We use these intervals to construct smaller abstract
DTMCs and thereby make the corresponding probabilistic model
checking problems more tractable. We show that our abstraction
is sound since we do not remove any probabilistic behavior
that is relevant to the property of interest. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our technique using multiple designs used
in communication systems such as FFT, filters and several
modules of a real world H.264 decoder. We use our technique
to successfully verify timing of an H.264 module, for which the
concrete model contains more that 1080 states, by constructing
an abstract model with approximately only 1010 states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive techniques like voltage and frequency scaling,

process variations that affect physical device parameters [1],

aging effects [2] and physical faults [3] contribute significantly

to the stochastic nature of contemporary hardware. As a

consequence, the timing associated with hardware computa-

tions is also statistical in nature. Recent high performance

designs [4] allow long computations to make timing errors

that can eventually be corrected. Therefore, contemporary

semiconductor environments are increasingly interested in the

question: “What is the probability that the correct hardware

output is available with a delay less than a timing specification

T?” . Such information, if available at the higher levels of

design such as Register Transfer Level (RTL), would facilitate

informed choices early in the hardware design cycle and avoid

oversights that may prove costly in the later stages.

Traditionally, RTL verification checks functional correctness

and adherence to timing specification is considered at the

lower, circuit level in the design cycle. Due to the growing

sources of variations in lower level hardware, it is desirable to

incorporate statistical timing into the definitions of correctness

at the higher, RTL. Viewing RTL designs as probabilistic

entities, with non-deterministic notions of correctness opens

the door to using formal verification for new sources of

uncertainty like process variation and aging.

Probabilistic model checking based techniques [5] [6] [7]

can be used for verifying timing properties of hardware

designs in the presence of statistical variations. However, from

our experience [8], we find that such an approach is limited

by the capacity of the probabilistic model checking engine to

less than 1010 states.

In this work, we present a value-based interval abstrac-

tion technique to mitigate the state space explosion during

probabilistic model checking of RTL designs. We perform our

abstraction with respect to the timing property P [Delay < T ].
We treat RTL source code descriptions as “programs” [9]. As

in the case of non-probabilistic RTL verification [10] [11],

we perform our property-specific abstraction by using static

analysis at the RTL design source code level (Figure 1). Ab-

stractions performed in non-probabilistic verification produce

smaller Kripke structures. As an analogue, our abstraction pro-

duces smaller DTMCs that make probabilistic model checking

feasible for large RTL designs. In the abstract DTMC that we

obtain, all the states of the original DTMC that are not relevant

to the specified timing property are lumped together.

Fig. 1. Our value-based interval abstractions are applied at design source
code level, leading to smaller DTMCs.

We demonstrate the application of our technique on multiple



practically useful designs that could not otherwise be verified

due to space limitations. Timing cannot be compromised in

microprocessor control logic. It is only in the datapath that

probabilistic timing is acceptable. Datapath verification is

notoriously hard [12] to get guarantees for. Our abstractions

are intended to verify probabilistic timing on the datapath of

RTL designs. We consider filters and FFT blocks that are

widely used in communication/DSP systems, as well as an

H.264 decoder. We show consistent and significant reductions

in state space which make probabilistic model checking of

these RTL designs feasible. For example, we are able to model

check a module in the H.264 decoder for which the concrete

model contains over 1080 states. The abstract DTMC contains

approximately 1010 states.

In previous work [8] [13], we introduced a methodology for

formally verifying the statistical timing properties of an RTL

design. We statically analyzed Verilog [14] RTL source code

to determine statistical correlation among the RTL signals (i.e,

variables in RTL). We combined this statistical information

with gate level delay models and represented RTL designs as

finite DTMCs. We then used the probabilistic model checking

tool, PRISM [15], to verify that an RTL DTMC M satisfies a

statistical timing property φ, denoted by M |= φ.

We use this framework to describe our value-based interval

abstractions. We are interested in properties φ of the form

P [exp(V ) < T ], where exp is a real valued function that

is defined over the set of RTL variables V and T is a user-

specified value. exp(V ) < T is a predicate that evaluates to

TRUE or FALSE in a DTMC state depending on the numeric

values assigned to V in that state (for example, Delay <
T ). When we verify M |= φ, we are actually computing the

probability of being in a DTMC state where the predicate is

TRUE. Therefore, among all possible concrete states of M ,

only those states where the predicate exp(V ) < T evaluates

to TRUE are relevant. Each state of the DTMC M corresponds

to a unique assignment of values to the input variables in the

RTL design [8]. We restrict inputs to intervals of values (value-

based intervals) such that only the relevant states of M are

generated during DTMC construction. All the irrelevant states

are lumped together to a single representative state. Lumping

is a well-known abstraction approach for DTMCs [16] [17].

We show that, using this elegant abstraction, we are able to

handle complex RTL designs. The complexity of our technique

is not as much in the abstractions as in the process of obtaining

them automatically from hardware descriptions.

Value-based intervals for RTL inputs can be used to con-

struct an abstract DTMC MA by lumping the irrelevant

states together even at the model construction stage in the

probabilistic model checker. In order to derive these intervals,

we first consider the predicate exp(V ) < T as a symbolic

constraint on the values of variables in V . We rewrite such

symbolic constraints as constraints that are expressed over

the input variables. We achieve this by performing symbolic

execution [18] on the RTL source code. We use an integer

constraint solver to obtain lower and upper bound values of

the intervals for these inputs by maximizing (or minimizing)

the value of the input for which the predicate exp(V ) < T
is satisfied. We use these intervals while describing the model

in the probabilistic model checker which then constructs the

abstract DTMC MA and checks if MA |= φ. We show that

the abstract DTMC MA is an exact reduction of the concrete

DTMC M , i.e. MA |= φ iff M |= φ.

The value of our work is twofold. Firstly, we scale proba-

bilistic model checking, by adapting symbolic execution tech-

niques to hardware, and integrating them with other techniques

known in software. To the best of our knowledge, we are

the first to use these set of techniques in the context of

probabilistic model checking for RTL designs. Secondly, we

demonstrate that, using our technique, it is feasible to reason

reliably about very low level physical variations.

II. PRELIMINARIES: PROBABILISTIC MODEL CHECKING OF

RTL DESIGNS

We now describe the framework that we use for formally

representing RTL designs in order to employ probabilistic

model checking. We reuse some of the model definitions from

our previous work [13].

We shall use the following example RTL source code

in order to illustrate the steps of our abstraction technique

(Section IV).

always @(posedge clk)

if (sel)

O1 <= I1 + I2;

else

O1 <= 4*I2 + I3;

end

where I1, I2, I3 are the inputs, sel is a Boolean control

variable and O1 is the output. All input and output variables

are of 10 bits and can therefore be assigned 1024 different

numeric values.

The always @(posedge clk) blocks can be thought of as

processes that are executed in parallel at every rising edge of

the hardware clock signal which is considered as a time step.

At any time step t, the <= operator evaluates the right-hand

side (RHS) value and assigns it to the left-hand side (LHS)

variable in the next step t + 1. Typical data intensive RTL

designs that are used in communication/DSP systems mostly

perform arithmetic operations.

A. Variables in RTL designs

In RTL source code, variables are used to represent the data

that is processed in hardware. A variable v can be assigned

integer values in the range [l u] where l and u denote the

lower and upper bound, respectively. For an N -bit variable,

we assume the default range of values to be [0 2N -1]. We

refer to the probability distribution of v as the PMF of v.

We define a set of variables V to be independent if all the

variables in V are mutually independent. The joint PMF of an

independent set V is simply a product of the individual PMFs

of the variables v ∈ V .



We assume knowledge of the distribution of primary input

variables and that they are independently distributed. However,

our approach is not limited to designs with independent

primary inputs. We also assume stationary∗ probability dis-

tributions for our inputs, and therefore for all variables in

the system. Such an assumption is reasonable since statistical

timing/aging analysis of hardware datapaths is often per-

formed by considering time-invariant statistical distributions

for input data [2] [20]. The PMFs of stationary variables

are independent of time. Therefore, the values assigned to

stationary variables in two different time steps are statistically

independent of each other.

Let V be the set of all variables in a system and I ⊂ V
be the set of input variables. In order to find the PMFs of

a variable v ∈ V from the PMFs of I , we need to find the

function f such that v = f(I). We call f a system function.

For a variable v, f(I) is the symbolic expression that includes

inputs, or the “formula” that corresponds to its evaluation. f(I)
may comprise Boolean or arithmetic operators that are allowed

in the source code. The support of v, denoted by Sup(v), is

the set of all input variables in the expression corresponding

to f(I). Sup(v) is a subset of I , i.e. Sup(v) ⊆ I .

The values assigned to the control variables activates/selects

one among several possible paths in the RTL design. Each path

may result in a different assignment to a variable. Therefore,

for each path i, a system function fi needs to be defined

for each variable v that is of interest. However, Sup(v)
is computed by considering all possible paths. In the RTL

example, there are two possible paths (sel=0 and sel=1) and

Sup(O1) = {I1, I2, I3}.

B. Modeling RTL designs as DTMCs

In an extension of [9], we model both input and process

variations. Since our abstraction technique is not dependent

on the type of variation, we consider only input variations in

this work. Therefore, the probabilistic behavior of a variable

of interest, v, can be completely represented by the inputs

Sup(v), along with their joint PMF. We now describe the

process of representing an RTL design by using a finite-state

probabilistic system, namely a finite DTMC.

A DTMC can be completely specified by using a triple (S,

Trans, µ0) where S is the set of state variables, Trans is the

probabilistic state transition relation and µ0 is the initial state.

Each state µ of the DTMC corresponds to a unique assignment

of values to the variables in S.

We construct the DTMC model M for a variable v, with the

support of v being the state variables (S = Sup(v)). We define

the initial state by setting the value of all state variables to 0.

Each hardware clock cycle corresponds to a time step in which

new values are assigned to the variables. Therefore, each such

time step corresponds to a DTMC transition from one state µ
to another state µ′ that corresponds to the new assignment of

values to Sup(v).
The probability of a transition to a new state µ′ is equal

to the probability with which the corresponding new values

∗A function of stationary variables is also stationary [19].

of the state variables are assigned to Sup(v). Since all the

variables in the Sup(v) are assumed to be independent, we

obtain the state transition probabilities by taking the product

of the individual probabilities of all variables (Section II.A).

If we do not assume independence for the inputs, we would

use the specified joint PMF of Sup(v). All such possible

state transitions labeled with the corresponding probabilities

constitute Trans for the DTMC M .

If a set of variables Π are of interest, we construct the

corresponding DTMC M such that

S = Sup(Π)

= ∪
v∈Π

Sup(v) (1)

In the RTL example, O1 is the variable of interest. Therefore,

we construct the corresponding DTMC with Sup(O1) =
{I1, I2, I3} as state variables.

C. Model checking a statistical timing property in RTL

We now describe the notion of delay in RTL presented in [8]

and how we formally represent a statistical timing property.

1) Modeling delay in RTL: We consider delay in terms of

RTL assignment statements. The delay of an RTL assignment

depends on the operator and the values of the operands in the

RHS. We consider real-valued analytical functions exp, which

we call macromodels [8], that estimate the delay of an operator

based on the value of the operands.

For each RTL operator, we derive the macromodel exp by

performing extensive simulations of a gate-level implementa-

tion of the operator. We repeat this for several possible im-

plementations of each RTL operator and construct a library of

macromodels. We perform this whole macromodeling process

offline for a given technology library.

In the RTL example, the delay of I1+ I2 can be computed

by using the macromodel exp(I1, I2) corresponding to the

specified adder implementation. With a Ripple Carry Adder

implementation, exp is a polynomial function of the number

of carry bits in the addition of I1 and I2. Further details of

the macromodeling process can be found in [8].

Each state in the RTL DTMC is associated with an RTL

delay which can be computed based on the values of the RTL

inputs (i.e., state variables) in that state. We “tag” each state

with the associated RTL delay which we compute by using the

appropriate macromodel. Each DTMC transition represents a

change in value of the RTL inputs and does not contain any

information regarding the RTL delay.

2) Specifying an RTL timing property: We wish to compute

the probability that the RTL delay meets a timing requirement

T . The delay of an RTL block can be expressed as a com-

bination of the macromodels of all the operators in the block

[8]. Let this RTL delay be denoted by exp(Π), which is an

expression defined over a set of variables, Π ⊆ V . We define

probabilistic invariants Γ [21] based on the timing requirement

of the design, given by

Γ , P [exp(Π) < T ] † (2)

†In place of <, we allow for the use of other relational operators as well.



where T is a real-valued constant and exp(Π) < T is the

predicate that is of interest to us. P [Predicate = TRUE]

denotes the probability that the predicate is satisfied (i.e.

TRUE) by an assignment of concrete numeric values to Π.

Γ is the probability of being in a state (i.e., an input pattern)

where the tagged delay is less than T .

We formally define probabilistic timing properties φ of the

form,

φ , Γ ≤ p (3)

where p ∈[0,1] is a specification of the design. We allow

logical comparison operators other than ≤ to be used for

comparing the probabilistic invariant with p.

We are interested in computing Γ for values of Π at some

time step t. For all the variables in Π, we consider the values

assigned to them in the same time step. Since we assume the

probabilities to be stationary, the value of t does not affect

the correctness of our approach. In this paper, we omit the

index t in order to simplify our notation. In this regard, our

properties can be thought of stationary/steady-state properties

that are not dependent on time.

We employ probabilistic model checking and verify that

a DTMC M satisfies a property φ, denoted by M |= φ.

The model checking procedure for properties described in

Equation 3 involves the computation of the invariant Γ and

comparing it with p. If p is not specified, verifying M |= φ
is equivalent to the computation of Γ. In this paper, we use

PRISM [15] as the probabilistic model checking engine.

Probabilistic model checking explores all possible behaviors

of the DTMC (i.e. all values of RTL inputs) and therefore,

computes the exact probability with which the timing require-

ment is met.

D. Describing DTMC models in PRISM

In PRISM, we describe a DTMC M by defining the assign-

ments to each state variable sv ∈ Sup(Π), independently. Let

sv correspond to an N -bit input variable in RTL. sv can be

assigned a value j ∈ 0, 1, ..2N − 1 with probability pj . We

model this in PRISM by the statement,

pj : (s
′
v = j);

Therefore, there are 2N statements corresponding to the de-

scription of sv. If there are K such N -bit variables, 2N ∗K as-

signment statements are required. PRISM supports assignment

statements for multiple state variables. However, this approach

would require 2NK statements, which is inefficient.

III. OUR ABSTRACTION USING VALUE-BASED INTERVALS

In this section, we define and establish criteria for per-

forming value-based interval abstractions on probabilistic sys-

tems of our interest, namely RTL designs. We perform our

abstraction by statically analyzing the RTL source code. In

our approach, we directly generate the abstract DTMC MA

without generating the concrete DTMC M first.

Let Λ be the predicate that is specified in the property φ.

Let Π be the set of RTL variables over which Λ is expressed.

We construct the DTMC M using Sup(Π) as state variables.

Fig. 2. a) Exact constraint for values of inputs x,y b) Conservative value-
based intervals for inputs x,y

We wish to verify whether M satisfies φ, denoted by M |= φ.

In other words, we wish to compute the probability of being

in a DTMC state where Λ is TRUE. This can be achieved by

considering a smaller DTMC MA that contains all the states

of M where Λ = TRUE. MA is the abstract DTMC model

corresponding to the concrete DTMC M . Since each state of

M corresponds to a unique assignment of concrete numeric

values to the input variables Sup(Π), the construction of MA

corresponds to retaining only those values of inputs for which

Λ = TRUE. All other values of the inputs are inconsequential

and can be lumped together by using a single representative

value. This forms the basis of our data abstraction technique.

Λ = TRUE imposes a constraint on the values that can be

assigned to the variables in Π. In order to construct an abstract

DTMC MA, we wish to use this constraint to determine the

concrete values of the input variables Sup(Π) that need to be

considered. We achieve this by using RTL symbolic execution

[18] to rewrite the constraint on variables Π as a constraint

on inputs Sup(Π). Symbolic execution statically explores

all possible paths through the RTL design and determines a

constraint Ci on the values of Sup(Π), for each path i.
Each constraint Ci specifies an exact bound on the values

of Sup(Π) for which Λ =TRUE on path i. However, in

general, Ci is specified jointly over multiple input variables

in Sup(Π). Ci cannot be included in the PRISM model

description since we define assignments to input variables

independently (Section II.D). Therefore, we use a constraint

solver (ILP) with Ci to derive value-based intervals for each

input variable in Sup(Π). Since we wish to compute the

probability of Λ = TRUE for all paths through the design,

we construct an abstract interval ψabs for v that includes all

the values from the intervals computed using each Ci.

Finally, we use the abstract intervals for each v ∈ Sup(Π)
in order to construct the abstract DTMC MA. We then verify

M |= φ by checking MA |= φ
For each v ∈ Sup(Π), we consider all values of v such that

there is a possible assignment of values to the other input

variables ∈ Sup(Π) \ {v} that would satisfy Λ =TRUE.

Therefore, the value-based intervals that we construct are

conservative (Figure 2). MA may contain states from M in



Fig. 3. Block diagram showing the stages of our predicate-based data abstraction technique. The labels on the arrows show the outputs of each stage.

which Λ=FALSE. However, we do not discard any state from

M in which Λ= TRUE. We show that our abstraction is sound

with respect to the probabilistic property of interest.

Most existing abstractions for probabilistic model checking,

excepting a few recent ones such as [22] [23], operate on the

concrete DTMC. Instead, we perform our abstraction entirely

at the RTL source code level prior to DTMC construction.

Since we specify the abstracted intervals in the PRISM model

description, we directly generate the abstract DTMC and

circumvent the capacity issues of PRISM that are associated

with generating the larger concrete DTMC.

IV. ALGORITHM FOR VALUE-BASED INTERVAL

ABSTRACTION

We wish to construct an abstract DTMC MA in order to

determine P [(exp(Π) < T )], where exp(Π) < T is the

predicate of interest, Λ. Figure 3 shows the different steps

in our abstraction technique. We now describe each of these

steps in detail.

We shall illustrate our technique using the RTL example in

Section II. Let P [O1 < 100] be the invariant that we wish to

compute.

A. Symbolic execution to generate constraints

We use symbolic execution to explore each possible path

i in the RTL design and generate a corresponding constraint

Ci on the input variables. For each path i, let v=fi(Sup(v))
where fi is the system function for variable v. Therefore, a

predicate exp(v) < T can be written as exp(fi(Sup(v))) < T
which is a constraint Ci on the values of the input variables

Sup(v).
Symbolic execution refers to the execution of a single path

with symbolic inputs. Symbolic execution of a path generates

symbolic expressions that are a logical conjunction of the

guards (conditional expression of branches) and assignments

to the variables used in guards along that path. Symbolic

execution is well known in software [24]. In recent work

[18], symbolic execution has been introduced for RTL source

code. The RTL symbolic execution engine works on the

CFG and expression tree structure of each RTL “program”

statement. For each single statement or conditional expression

in the design, the expression tree structure exactly records

the corresponding assignment or expressions and is linked to

corresponding CFG node.

The RTL symbolic execution engine [18] considers exactly

one path i of the CFG at any given time. At each CFG node

in path i, the corresponding expression tree is traversed and

output as symbolic expression. When a variable v ∈ Π is

encountered, the corresponding system function fi(Sup(v))
is output by the engine. Every occurrence of v ∈ Π in

exp(V ) < T is substituted with the corresponding system

function fi(Sup(v)). We thus obtain the constraint Ci on

Sup(v) corresponding to the path i. We repeat this for all

possible paths i in the RTL design and obtain the correspond-

ing constraints on the input variables. Further details of the

RTL symbolic execution engine, along with an optimization

strategy for path exploration, can be found in [18].

In the RTL example (Section II), we obtain the linear

constraints I1+I2 <100 and 4 ∗ I2+I3 <100 corresponding

to the paths sel=1 and sel=0, respectively.

B. Linearizing the constraints

A linear constraint will have terms on the left hand side

that are separated by +/- signs. Each term can be a variable

multiplied by a constant numeric value. Since datapaths of

RTL designs comprise mainly of arithmetic operators, each

constraint Ci is typically a linear constraint that is defined

over the input variables. However, if the constraints are not

linear, we transform them into a set of linear constraints.

In Figure 4, we outline a set of rules for transforming non-

linear operations into linear constraints. All the rules that we

have defined can be extended easily for relational operators

other than <. The terms (X >> m) and (X << m) represent

shifting the variable X by m bits towards the right and left,

respectively. These operations are equivalent to division and

multiplication by 2m, respectively.

If there is a term corresponding to multiplication of non-

constants, we split the term into a set of linear constraints. Let

X1 ∗X2 be the non-linear term in the constraint Ci. We treat

X1 ∗ X2 as an input variable and compute its upper bound

Ti (Section IV.D). We then rewrite this term as two linear

constraints LC1 and LC2, as in Figure 4.



Fig. 4. a) Rules for linearizing constraints, b) ILP instance for computing upper bound of v.

Concatenation of variables is supported in RTL designs.

Let X1, X2 be n1-bit and n2-bit variables, respectively. The

variables can be treated as strings of bits and concatenated to

get a string of n1+n2 bits, represented by the term {X1, X2}.

This algebraic operation corresponding to this term can be

rewritten as the linear expression X1 ∗ 2n2 +X2.

We apply the above rules recursively to each non-linear con-

straint and derive a set of linear constraints LC1 to LCNumLC ,

where NumLC is the total number of linear constraints. The

rules that we have defined in Figure 4 are not complete, since

RTL designs support several other operators. However, our

rules are sufficient for the large class of datapath RTL designs

that are used in DSP systems.

In general, the predicate can be expressed as a polynomial

function over variables Π. In such cases, we can define

rules to convert non-linear terms such as (Xq < Ti) into

corresponding linear terms (X < 1/q
√
T i) (for q > 1 and

non-negative X). However, in this paper, we only consider

predicates that are linear functions over Π.

C. Deriving value-based intervals for input variables

We consider a linear constraint LCi. For each input variable

v that appears in the expression for LCi, we wish to compute

the interval ψ(i) = [l(i) u(i)] of values that can be assigned

to it. We achieve this by formulating an instance of the ILP

problem.

Figure 4 shows the ILP instance for computing the upper

bound of v. Each ILP instance comprises one linear constraint

LCi, and a set of constraints that force all variables vj
(including v) that appear in LCi to be non-negative integers.

The objective of the the ILP problem is to maximize the integer

value of v such that all the constraints are satisfied.

If the ILP instance has an optimal solution, we set u(i) to be

equal to that solution. If the ILP instance is “unbounded”, it

implies that all non-negative integer values for v will satisfy

the given set of constraints. In this case, we set u(i) to the

default upper bound (i.e. 2N -1, as in Section II.A) and mark

v as a free variable. Similarly, we compute l(i) by changing

the objective function to min v.

We perform this interval computation for all linear con-

straints. If a variable is marked to be free, we do not compute

its intervals for any of the subsequent linear constraints.

Finally, we compute the most conservative interval for each

input variable v, by computing the union of the intervals ψ(i)

that are obtained using the linear constraints LCi. We call this

the abstraction interval ψabs for the variable v.

ψabs =

NumLC⋃

i=1

ψ(i) (4)

In the RTL example (Section II), we compute the intervals

[0 99] for both I1 and I2 based on the sel=1 path. Based on

the constraint in the sel=0 path, we compute the intervals [0

24] and [0 99] for the variables I2 and I3, respectively. After

computing the union of the two intervals for I2, we observe

that ψabs for all I1, I2 and I3 is equal to [0 99].

If there is a “-” sign in the left hand side of the constraint, all

the variables that appear in the constraint will be unbounded.

For example, it is possible for each value of the variable X1
(and X2) to satisfy the constraint X1−X2 < 100. However, it

is possible to compute a lower bound for X1 if the > operator

is used in the constraint instead of <.

In this work, we have considered unsigned arithmetic where

RTL variables are interpreted to have non-negative integer

values. However, the rules in Figure 4 can be easily extended

to the case of signed arithmetic, where negative integer values

are also allowed.

D. Describing the abstract DTMC model

We use the abstraction intervals in order to describe an

abstract DTMC model MA in PRISM. For each variable

{v : v ∈ Sup(Π) and v is not free}, we update the assignment

statements (Section II.D) in the corresponding module in

PRISM. We select a non-negative integer z /∈ ψabs. For each

statement that assigns a numeric value j /∈ ψabs to v, we

replace j with z. Therefore, z is a single value that we use to

represent all numeric values of v that lie outside the abstraction

interval. With the updated description, the DTMC constructed

by PRISM is the abstract model MA.

In the RTL example (Section II), we use the numeric value

100 to represent all values of I2 outside the interval [0 99].

Therefore, all DTMC states corresponding to values of I2
outside [0 99] are lumped to a single state in which I2 =

100.



V. MAPPING FROM CONCRETE TO ABSTRACT DTMCS

We now describe how our abstraction maps the states and

transitions of the concrete DTMC to those of the abstract

DTMC. We will denote abstractions with respect to Λ by

α(·,Λ).
We first define the abstraction for states. For each state µ

in the concrete DTMC M , α(µ,Λ) = µA, where µA is a state

in the abstract DTMC MA. There are two possible outcomes

under the abstraction:

1) µA=µ
This necessarily happens if Λ = TRUE in state µ of

DTMC M . This can also happen if Λ = FALSE in µ but

there exists at least one state variable whose valuation in

µ lies within its corresponding abstraction interval ψabs.

2) µA=µp
This implies that Λ = FALSE in state µ of DTMC M
and the values assigned to all state variables lie outside

their corresponding abstraction intervals. All such states

in M are mapped to a single representative state µp in

MA

We now define the effect of α on the state transition

probabilities of M . Let p(µA
1 → µA

2 ) denote the probability

of transition from state µA
1 to state µA

2 in MA. We consider

the following cases:

Case 1: µA
1 6= µp and µA

2 6= µp

p(µA
1 → µA

2 ) = p(µ1 → µ2) (5)

where α(µ1,Λ) = µA
1 , α(µ2,Λ) = µA

2

Case 2: µA
1 6= µp and µA

2 = µp

p(µA
1 → µA

2 ) =
∑

µi∈M :α(µi,Λ)=µp

p(µ1 → µi) (6)

where α(µ1,Λ) = µA
1 .

Case 3: µA
1 =µp and µA

2 6= µp

p(µA
1 → µA

2 ) = p(µi → µ2) (7)

where α(µ2,Λ) = µA
2 and µi is any state in M . Since the

probability distributions for all input variables are stationary

(Section II.A), the probability of reaching any state µ2 ∈M is

independent of the previous state. Therefore, the exact identity

of state µi in Equation 7 is irrelevant and our abstraction

does not remove any relevant probabilistic behavior. The same

applies for Equation 5 as well.

Proof of correctness:

We now present a brief proof intuition for the soundness of

our technique. We wish to prove that M |= φ is equivalent to

MA |= φ. We achieve this by using the Strong Lumping The-

orem [16] [17] to show that MA is a probabilistic bisimulation

[25] of M with respect to φ.

α can be thought of as an equivalence relation between

the states in M and MA. α relates a state µ in M to the

state µA = α(µ,Λ) in MA. By construction, α also preserves

the valuation of Λ. Therefore, µA is locally equivalent to µ
with regard to Λ. In fact, all states µA in MA can be viewed

as equivalence classes of M under the relation α. With the

exception of µp, all equivalence classes µA contain only one

state.

The abstract model MA can be thought of as a quotient

DTMC that comprises of equivalence classes defined by α.

Equations 5, 6 and 7 can then be used to invoke the

Strong Lumping Theorem and prove that MA is a probabilistic

bisimulation of M .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the RTL symbolic execution algorithm using

C++. We perform all our experiments on an Intel i5 2.67GHz

quad-core machine with 16GB of memory. We use lpsolve

[26], an open source ILP solver, in order to solve the set of

integer linear constraints and derive the value-based intervals

for the inputs.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our methodology

by applying it on two sets of data-intensive RTL de-

signs. The first set of designs comprise fir, elliptic

and fft8 all of which are high-level synthesis bench-

marks [27] that are commonly used in communication/DSP

systems. Filter coefficients are fixed and stored in a

ROM table. We consider constant values for these coeffi-

cients. Inter_pred_LPE, Inter_pred_pipeline and

Inter_pred_sliding_window are different modules

from a real-world H.264 decoder‡ and constitute our second

set of designs. In this work, we analyze each of the H.264

modules independently.

In Table I, Number of paths represents the total number of

paths that needs to be explored during symbolic execution.

This number is with regard to the variables which appear in

the predicate (described in Table II) of the specified property.

Since our designs do not contain multiplication of variables

with each other, there should be exactly one linear constraint

per path (Section IV.B). However, in some paths, all variables

are assigned a constant value and therefore, the predicate

is vacuously TRUE or FALSE. We discard these paths and

consider only the linear constraints (Number of constraints)

corresponding to the remaining paths while formulating the

ILP instances.

In Table I, Number of inputs represents the total number of

input variables (and their bitwidths) on which the variables in

the predicate depend, i.e. Sup(Π). Therefore, each of these

input variables appear in at least one of the linear constraints.

However, in each linear constraint, at most a small subset of

these input variables are present. Therefore, each ILP instance

is small and the corresponding runtime of lpsolve is also

negligibly small. The total abstraction time, which includes

the time for both the generation of linear constraints and the

ILP solver, is less than 10 seconds in all our experiments.

For each of the designs that we consider, we specify a

property that is defined over some internal data variables.

Table II provides a description of all the predicates that we

define in order to specify the properties of interest. fir

‡www.opencores.org



TABLE I
SIZES OF THE ILP INSTANCES THAT WE USE TO DERIVE THE INTERVALS FOR INPUT VARIABLES.

Design Predicate Number of Number of Number of Abstraction

name name inputs paths constraints time

fir p8 6 (8-bit) 1 1 <10s

elliptic p9 12 (8-bit) 1 1 <10s

fft8 p10 8 (16-bit) 4 4 <10s

Inter_pred_LPE p1 5 (8-bit) 180 131 <10s

Inter_pred_LPE p2 5 (8-bit) 180 131 <10s

Inter_pred_LPE p3 5 (8-bit) 180 131 <10s

Inter_pred_pipeline p4 32 (8-bit) 1936 1932 <10s

Inter_pred_pipeline p5 3 (8-bit) 8 5 <10s

Inter_pred_sliding_window p6 19 (8-bit) 29 21 <10s

Inter_pred_sliding_window p7 16 (8-bit) 29 21 <10s

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREDICATES THAT WE USE TO SPECIFY PROPERTIES

OF OUR INTEREST. TO VERIFY THESE PROPERTIES, WE COMPUTE

P [PREDICATE = TRUE].

Predicate name Predicate description
p1 bilinear0 A + bilinear0 B < 8
p2 bilinear0 A + bilinear0 B < 6
p3 bilinear0 A + bilinear0 B < 4
p4 8*Inter blk mvx + Inter blk mvy < 2
p5 Inter pred out0 < 200
p6 Inter pix copy0 < 2
p7 Inter H window 0 0 < 3
p8 y<30
p9 outp < 30
p10 s3r < 127

and elliptic are filter designs in which it is common to

check whether the output is less than a user-defined threshold.

Therefore, we define the predicates p8 and p9 over the output

variables y and outp, respectively. Although not exact models,

these predicates can be viewed as being representative of

certain timing properties of the design. For example, y can be

an input to an adder block (Section II.C.1) for which the timing

constraint requires that y < 30, as in p8. For our experiments,

we consider predicates that are linear functions over a set of

RTL variables and we use the “<” relational operator. For

each of the H.264 modules, we consider multiple predicates.

Table III demonstrates the reduction in state-space provided

by our abstraction method. PRISM runs out of memory while

trying to construct any of the concrete DTMC models and

therefore, these designs can not be model checked. We esti-

mate the number of states in the concrete model based on the

total number of combinations of values that can be assigned to

the corresponding input variables. There is no reason to believe

that the RTL inputs, which are data variables, are restricted and

we use their full range of values to estimate the concrete state-

space. In all the designs, with the exception of fft8, we are

able to obtain significant reductions in state space by using our

abstraction technique and PRISM successfully constructs the

corresponding abstract DTMCs. We approximately represent

the number of states in the abstract DTMC model as powers of

2, in order to facilitate comparison with the concrete number

of states. Model checking of the smaller abstract DTMCs by

PRISM requires only a few seconds.

p1, p2 and p3 are all the same predicate that differ only

in the constraint values that are specified in the RHS. We

observe that as the constraint values get smaller, the number

of relevant data values (and hence states) also decrease. Our

technique is extremely effective when the predicate is TRUE

for only a small fraction of the possible data values. Although

our technique would still be sound for larger constraint values,

the reduction that we achieve may be far more modest.

Since model checking could not be completed for the

concrete DTMCs in Table III, we do not present a comparison

of the model checking results for these designs. Instead, as

a proof of concept, we construct smaller versions (smaller

bitwidth for inputs) of fir and elliptic and verify that the

results computed using the concrete DTMC and the abstract

DTMC are exactly the same (Table IV). We choose the

smaller bitwidths such that PRISM model checks the concrete

DTMC. For example, we consider 3-bit data for fir(small)

and the runtime is <10s. We do not consider a smaller fft8

since our abstraction does not provide any reductions for it

(Table III).

In fft8, we are not able to demonstrate any reduction in

state-space using our abstraction. This is due to “-” operator

in the RTL design. As described in Section IV.B, a “-” sign

on the left hand side of a “less than” constraint will result

in unconstrained values for all the input variables. JPEG

encoder is another design for which we cannot obtain

reductions. The module of the encoder design that we consider

is control-intensive and therefore, the number of paths that

need to be explored by the symbolic execution algorithm

is huge (Section IV.A). For this design, we stopped the

symbolic execution engine after 1hr of exploring paths and

generating the corresponding constraints. We could not use

this incomplete set of constraints since all possible paths in the

design need to be considered in order to guarantee correctness

of our abstraction.

In all the designs mentioned above, we find that the control

paths are independent of the values of data. This is fairly

common for a large class of data-intensive designs that are



TABLE III
REDUCTIONS IN NUMBER OF STATES THAT WE ACHIEVE BY USING OUR ABSTRACTION

Concrete DTMC Abstract DTMC

Design Predicate Number of Model checking Number of Model checking

name name states time states time

fir p8 2
56 Out of memory 2

28 <2s

elliptic p9 2
96 Out of memory ≈ 2

29.73 <2s

fft8 p10 2
16 Out of memory 2

16 Out of memory

Inter_pred_LPE p1 2
40 Out of memory ≈ 2

15.85 <2s

Inter_pred_LPE p2 2
40 Out of memory ≈ 2

14.04 <2s

Inter_pred_LPE p3 2
40 Out of memory ≈ 2

11.61 <2s

Inter_pred_pipeline p4 2
256 Out of memory 2

32 <2s

Inter_pred_pipeline p5 2
24 Out of memory ≈ 2

22.95 <2s

Inter_pred_sliding_window p6 2
152 Out of memory ≈ 2

30.11 <2s

Inter_pred_sliding_window p7 2
128 Out of memory 2

32 <2s

TABLE IV
DEMONSTRATING CORRECTNESS OF OUR ABSTRACTIONS USING SMALLER, CONTRIVED VERSIONS OF BENCHMARKS DESIGNS SINCE THE CONCRETE

DTMCS CANNOT BE CONSTRUCTED FOR THE ACTUAL SIZES.

Concrete DTMC Abstract DTMC

Design Predicate Number of P [Predicate = TRUE] Number of P [Predicate = TRUE]

name states (PRISM result) states (PRISM result)

fir (small) (y < 12) 2
24 4.6539x10−4

≈ 2
15.57 4.6539x10−4

elliptic (small) (outp < 30) 2
30 9.6485x10−7

≈ 2
14.39 9.6485x10−7

commonly used in DSP systems. For example, typical control

variables that we observe are counters that are not data-

dependent. Since control variables control the selection of

paths and since we wish to consider all possible paths, we

cannot constrain the values of such variables. In non-DSP

designs, the control variables may depend on input data

variables and therefore, all such input variables must also be

unconstrained. In these cases, the overall reduction achieved

by our abstraction technique may not be very large.

In RTL designs, it is possible that arithmetic operations can

result in an overflow (or underflow) due to insufficient number

of bits that are assigned to store the results. Ideally, such

incorrect computations should not be allowed. Our technique

cannot detect such overflow errors. Typically, overflows are

prevented in DSP designs by assigning sufficient number of

bits to the different variables in the design. Our abstraction

techniques can be applied on such designs.

VII. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION

In the realm of software verification, there exist several tech-

niques [28] [29] for predicate abstraction. Properties regarding

program correctness/safety can be expressed using a set of

predicates, that are either specified or automatically inferred.

These predicates can be used to abstract a program and convert

it into a Boolean program on which the properties can be easily

verified. More generally, abstract interpretation [30] is the

theory of reasoning with the approximate semantics of a large

program rather than the set of all possible concrete behaviors.

However, unlike predicate abstraction, all such abstractions

are not necessarily property-specific. In all these abstractions,

the concrete numeric values of data can either be completely

abstracted out of the program or can be restricted to finite

intervals [31].

Data abstraction techniques have been applied even in the

context of hardware verification [10]. These techniques employ

predicate abstraction in order to focus on the verification of

Boolean control logic for which the exact numeric values of

datapath variables are inconsequential. In [11], RTL designs

are verified by restricting data values to intervals that are

imposed by the execution of the RTL program. Therefore,

these intervals are not property-specific.

Abstraction techniques have been employed in the context

of probabilistic systems as well [32] [33] [22] [23]. In [23], the

abstraction is performed on the source code itself. However,

this technique is intended for probabilistic software and cannot

be extended to RTL designs. In [22], the authors present

a predicate-based abstraction for Markov Decision Processes

(MDPs). They employ an SMT solver in order to implement

this abstraction at the level of the PRISM language itself.

However, this implementation is very inefficient for the bulky

PRISM descriptions that are used for RTL designs (Section

II.D).

In conclusion, we have presented a property-specific value-

based interval abstraction technique that is applied at the

source code level. We intend our abstraction for scaling

probabilistic model checking of hardware designs. Widespread

adoption of formal verification is feasible only if it remains

relevant and practicable in critical, emerging areas of need

like variation-aware timing verification. Our work represents

a strategic step in this direction.
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